Limited forms of speech recognition are available on personal workstations. Currently there is much interest in speech recognition, and performance is improving. Speech recognition has already proven useful for certain applications, such as telephone voice-response systems for selecting services or information, digit recognition for cellular phones, and data entry while walking around a railway yard or clambering over a jet engine during an inspection.
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Limited forms of speech recognition are available on personal workstations. Currently there is much interest in speech recognition, and performance is improving. Speech recognition has already proven useful for certain applications, such as telephone voice-response systems for selecting services or information, digit recognition for cellular phones, and data entry while walking around a railway yard or clambering over a jet engine during an inspection.
Nonetheless, comfortable and natural communication in a general setting (no constraints on what you can say and how you say it) is beyond us for now, posing a problem too difficult to solve. Fortunately, we can simplify the problem to allow the creation of applications like the examples just mentioned. Some of these simplifying constraints are discussed in the next section.
Speaker recognition is related to work on speech recognition. Instead of deterModern speech recognition research began in the late 1950s with the advent of the digital computer. Combined with tools to capture and analyze speech, such as analog-to-digital converters and sound spectrograms, the computer allowed researchers to search for ways to extract features from speech that allow discrimination between different words. The 1960s saw advances in the automatic segmentation of speech into units of linguistic relevance (such as phonemes, syllables, and words) and on new pattern-matching and
Applications
Although the performance of speech and speaker recognition systems is far from perfect, these systems have already proven their usefulness for certain applications.
Speech recognition. Currently, speech recognition is most often applied in manufacturing for companies needing voice entry of data or commands while the operator's hands are otherwise occupied. Related applications occur in product inspection, inventory control, command/control, and material handling. Speech recognition also finds frequent application in medicine, where voice input can significantly accelerate the writing of routine reports.
Speech recognition over the telephone network, although less used, has the greatest potential for growth. Automating the telephone operator's job can greatly reduce operating costs for telephone companies. Furthermore, speech recognition can help users control the personal workstation or interact with other applications remotely when touch-tone keypads are not available. (Telephone network applications are described in articles by Matthew Lennig and Ryohei Nakatsu elsewhere in this issue.)
Finally, speech recognition offers greater freedom to the physically handicapped.
Typical real-world applications:
Delco electronics employs IBM PC/AT-Cherry Electronics and Intel RMX86 recognition systems to collect circuit board inspection data while the operator repairs and marks the boards.
PC-based Votan recognition system to enter car inspection information from the field by walkie-talkie.
Michigan Bell has installed a Northern Telecom recognition system to automate collect and third-number billed calls. AT&T has also put in field trial systems to automate calltype selection in its Reno, Nevada, and Hayward, California, offices.
-Southern Pacific Railway inspectors now routinely use a Speaker recognition. Speaker recognition has been applied most often as a security device to control access to buildings or information. One of the best known examples is the Texas Instruments corporate computer center security system. Security Pacific has employed speaker verification as a security mechanism on telephone-initiated transfers of large sums of money. In addition to adding security, verification is advantageous because it reduces the turnaround time on these banking transactions. Bellcore uses speaker verification to limit remote access of training information to authorized field personnel. Speaker recognition also provides a mechanism to limit the remote access of a personal workstation to its owner or a set of registered users.
In addition to its use as a security device, speaker recognition could be used to trigger specialized services based on a user's identity. For example, you could configure an answering machine to deliver personalized messages to a small set of frequent callers.
classification algorithms. B y the 1970s, a number of important techniques essential to today's state-of-the-art speech recognition systems had emerged, spurred on in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency speech recognition project. These techniques have now been refined to the point where very high recognition rates are possible, and commercial systems are available at reasonable prices.
Five factors can be used to control and simplify the speech recognition task':
(1) Isolated words. Speech consisting of isolated words (short silences between the words) i s much easier to recognize than continuous speech because word boundaries are difficult to find in continuous speech. Also, coarticulation effects in continuous speech cause the pronunciation o f a word to change depending on i t s position relative to other words in a sentence. For example, "did you?" i s not the same as "did" + short silence + "you?" Other effects depend on the rate o f speaking as well, such as our tendency to drop the "t" in want when saying "want to" casually and quickly.
Error rates can definitely be reduced by requiring the user to pause between each word. For example, in a study by Bahl et al.,? error rates of 9 percent for continuous recognition decreased to 3 percent for isolated-word recognition. However, this type o f restriction places a burden on the user and reduces the speed with which information can be input to the system (from a range o f about 150-250 words per minute down to about 20-100 words per minute).
(2) Single speaker.. Speech from a single speaker i s also easier to recognize than speech from a variety o f speakers because most parametric representations of speech are sensitive to the characteristics o f the particular speaker. This makes a set of pattern-matching templates for one speaker perform poorly for another speaker. Therefore, many systems are speaker dependent -trained for use with each different operator. Relatively few speech recognition systems can be used by the general public. A rule of thumb used by many researchers i s that, for the same task, speaker-dependent systems will have error rates roughly three to five times smaller than speaker-independent ones.
One way to make a system speaker independent i s simply to mix training templates from a wide variety of speakers. A more sophisticated approach will attempt to look for phonetic features that are relatively invariant between speakers. T," "V," "Z," and
The amount of time it takes to search the speech model database also relates to vocabulary size. Systems containing many pattern templates typically require pruning techniques to cut down the computational load of the pattern-matching algorithm. By ignoring potentially useful search paths, pruning heuristics can also introduce recognition errors.
(4) Grammar. The grammar of the recognition domain defines the allowable sequences of words. A tightly constrained grammar is one in which the number of words that can legally follow any given word is small. The amount of constraint on word choice is referred to as the perplexity of the grammar. Systems with low perplexity are potentially more accurate than those that give the user more freedom because the system can limit the effective vocabulary (and search space) to those words that can occur in the current input context. For example, a system described in Kimbal et al. 3 had an error rate of 1.6 percent with perplexity 19 (tightly constrained), while the error rate hit about 4.5 percent with perplexity 58 (more loosely constrained).
( 5 ) Environment. Background noise, changes in microphone characteristics, and loudness can all dramatically affect recognition accuracy. Many recognition systems are capable of very low error rates as long as the environmental conditions remain quiet and controlled. However, performance degrades when noise is introduced or when conditions differ from the training session used to build the reference templates. To compensate, the user must almost always wear a head-mounted, noise-limiting microphone with the same response characteristics as the microphone used during training.
Components of a speech recognition system
Most computer systems for speech recognition include the following five components (see Figure I ):
(1) A speech capture device. This usually consists of a microphone and associated analog-to-digital converter, which digitally encodes the raw speech waveform.
(2) A digital signal processing module.
The DSP module performs endpoint (word boundary) detection to separate speech from nonspeech, converts the raw waveform into a frequency domain representation, and performs further windowing, scaling, filtering, and data c o m p r e s~i o n .~ The goal is to enhance and retain only those components of the spectral representation that are useful for recognition purposes, thereby reducing the amount of information that the pattern-matching algorithm must contend with. A set of these speech parameters for one interval of time (usually 10-30 milliseconds) is called a speech frame.
( 3 ) Preprocessed signal storage. Here, the preprocessed speech is buffered for the recognition algorithm.
(4) Reference speech patterns. Stored reference patterns can be matched against the user's speech sample once it has been preprocessed by the DSP module. This information is stored as a set of speech templates or as generative speech models.
(5) A pattern matching algorithm. The algorithm must compute a measure of goodness-of-fit between the preprocessed signal from the user's speech and all the stored templates or speech models. A selection process chooses the template or model (possibly more than one) with the best match.
Two major types of pattern matching in use are template matching by dynamic time warping and hidden Markov models. Artificial neural networks applied to speech recognition have also had some success, but this work is still in the early stages of research.s Moreover, linguistic knowledge incorporated into the pattern-recognition algorithm can enhance performance. However, such sophisticated techniques lie outside of the scope of this article (see, for example, O'Shaughnessy4 and Mariani").
Template matching by dynamic time warping became very popular in the 1970s. Template matching is conceptually simple. You want to compare the preprocessed speech waveform directly against a reference template by summing the distances between respective speech frames. However, biological limitations tend to produce nonlinear variations in timing from utterance to utterance. Consequently, the various frames of a word may be out of alignment with the corresponding frames of the given template. Since the order of speech events is fairly constant, you correct the misalignment by stretching the template in some places and compressing it in others to find an optimum match. Dynamic programming helps compute the optimum match. The sidebar "Dynamic time warping" illustrates the resulting time warp process.
Hidden Markov models are used in most current research systems because this technique produces better results for continuous speech with moderate-size vocabularies. HMMs are stochastic state machines that associate probabilities of producing sounds with transitions from state to state. An ideal HMM models speech with the same variations that occur in human speech due to coarticulation and other effects. Speech generated by a human being is matched against an HMM by computing the probability that the HMM would have generated the same utterance or by finding the state sequence through the HMM that has the highest probability of producing the utterance. The fact that HMMs generate poor-quality speech explains why recognition based on HMMs is still not perfect.
The 
Current speech recognition systems
Current speech recognition systems can be categorized according to the types of constraint they place on the speech. At one end of the spectrum fall speaker-independent, continuous, unconstrained-grammar, large-vocabulary systems. These systems are still very much in the research stage.
Several systems among those represent- A variety of other systems trade off constraints on the input speech for higher recognition accuracies. Among these are the AT&T Bell Labs telephone-grade, speaker-independent, connected-digit recognizer (98.5 percent accurate when the number of digits is knownI2) and a speakerdependent version of BBN's Byblos, which measured 94.8 percent accurate on the perplexity 60 DARPA resource management task.
At the highly constrained speech end of the spectrum fall speaker-dependent, single-word, small-vocabulary recognition systems. A variety of such systems developed can achieve accuracies above 99 percent.
Various commercial systems have appeared for Sun workstations and IBMcompatible PCs over the past few years. Table 1 summarizes the capabilities, costs, and manufacturers' claimed accuracies of a sample of these commercial products. Although several companies advertise speaker-independent, continuous, large- 
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Hidden Markov models
A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a doubly stochastic process for producing a sequence of observed symbols. An underlying stochastic finite state machine (FSM) drives a set of stochastic processes, which produce the symbols. When a state is entered after a state transition in the FSM, a symbol from that state's set of symbols is selected probabilistically for output. The term "hidden" is appropriate because the actual state of the FSM cannot be observed directly, only through the symbols emitted. In the example here, the sequence of symbols AAaaB could have been produced by any of three different state transition sequences.
State
Possible Outputs Although not shown in the example, probabilities are attached to the finite state transitions, and discrete probability distributions control the symbol output for each state (continuous density HMMs also exist). In the case of isolated word recognition, each word in the vocabulary has a corresponding HMM. These HMMs might actually consist of HMMs that model subword units such as phonemes connected to form a single word-model HMM. In the case of continuous word recognition, a single HMM corresponds to the domain grammar. This grammar model is constructed from word-model HMMs. The observable symbols correspond to (quantized) speech frame measurements.
An algorithm known as the forward/ backward (or Baum-Welch) algorithm finds a set of state transition probabilities and symbol output distributions for each HMM. This gradient descent algorithm uses training data to iteratively refine an initial (possibly random) set of model parameters such that the HMM is more likely to generate patterns from the training set.
After this initial training stage, a word or sentence to be recognized is spoken, and speech measurements are made that reduce the utterance to a sequence of symbols. In the case of isolated word recognition, the forward algorithm computes the probability that each word model produced the observed sequence of symbols -the model with the highest probability represents the recognized word. In the case of continuous recognition, the Viterbi algorithm finds the state transition path, through the grammar model, with the maximum likelihood of generating the set of measurements. The sequence of word models on this path corresponds to the rec- Comparing test and reference utterances for speaker identity i s much simpler for identical underlying texts, as in text-dependent speaker recognition. With cooperative speakers you can apply speaker recognition straightforwardly by using the same words to train the system and then test it. This usually happens in verification, but speaker identification often requires text-independent methods. Higher error rates for text-independent methods means you will need much more speech data both for training and testing.
Automatic speaker recognition by computer has been an active research area since the early 1960s. A 1962 paper introduced the spectrogram as a means of personal identification, and this stimulated a good deal of further research. The term "voiceprint"also appeared in that paper. Unfortunately, the analogy with fingerprint readAugust 1990 ing is incorrect. As pointed out by Doddington," the spectrogram is a function of the speech signal, not of the physical anatomy of the speaker. The speech signal depends far more on the speaker's actions, themselves a complex function of many factors, than on the shape of the speaker's vocal tract. The term "voiceprint" is misleading.
Speaker recognition systems
Speaker recognition by computer has only had limited success to date in applications using free text (text independent). Nonetheless, text-independent recognition of speakers has become an increasingly popular area of research, particularly for applications such as forensic, intelligence gathering, and passive surveillance of voice circuits. Free-text recognition usually lacks control over conditions that influence system performance, including variability in the speech signal and distortions and noise in the communications channel. The recognition task faces multiple problems: unconstrained input speech, uncooperative speakers, and uncontrolled environmental parameters. This has made it necessary to focus on features and characteristics of speech unique to the individual.
Performance of text-independent systems has lagged behind that of text-dependent systems, as you might expect. However, Markel and DavisI4 achieved excellent results with a linguistically unconstrained database of unrehearsed speech. Using voice pitch and linear predictive coding (LPC) reflection coefficients in their model, they reached 2 percent identification error and 4 percent verification error rates for 40-second segments of input speech. Results were not nearly as good with shorter input speech segments, even though the system avoided operational problems of microphone degradation, acoustic noise, and channel distortion. In text-independent recognition of nine male speakers over a radio channel at Bolt Beranek and Newman, the best performance was a 30 percent error rate for input speech segments of about two seconds." is low, and it requires continuous use of computing power. Text-dependent speaker verification has the greatest potential for practical application at the moment. A number of organizations have research and development programs in speaker verification, and Texas Instruments and AT&T Bell Labs have both made major efforts in this research area.
AT&T Bell Labs has concentrated on speaker recognition over telephone lines, which faces difficult problems of microphone and channel distortion. Speaker recognition over telephone lines opens up an enormous set of possible uses, such as identification for various kinds of transaction processing in banking, shopping, and database access.
AT&T Bell Labs started its automatic speaker verification system in 1970. Researchers there chose measurements that are largely insensitive to the phase and spectral amplitude distortions likely over telephone lines. In an early five-month operational simulation, the system showed a user rejection rate and impostor acceptance rate of about 10 percent initially for new users, dropping to about 5 percent for experienced users and fully adapted templates. A more recent system used over telephone lines has achieved error rates (rejection of true speakers and acceptance of impostors) of approximately 2 percent.I6
Texas Instruments has applied speaker verification to control access to its corporate computer center." The gross rejection rate of the operational system measured 0.9 percent, with a casual impostor acceptance rate of 0.7 percent. The system has been operational 24 hours a day for more than a decade. The verification step uses a comparison of dynamic features, and time alignment is established using a simplified form of dynamic time warping. Verification utterances are constructed randomly using a four-word fixed phrase structure, for example, "Proud Ben served hard." As well as indicating what the user should say, the voice prompt helps stabilize pronunciation because the user tends to say it in the same way as prompted. Because a single utterance cannot provide the high level of verification performance desired, the system employs a sequential decision using multiple phrases when necessary. In operation, the actual number of phrases $300 voice-recognition security device for consumers this year. The intention is to create a digital picture of an individual's vocal tract so that bad colds or mimics will not trip up the device. US Sprint is testing a phone card that can be used to recognize the caller's voice. Card holders initiate calls in the usual way by dialing an 800 number, then dialing a personal identification number. A voice prompt asks callers to speak their password. The system is intended to reduce credit card fraud, including elimination of card-swapping. Bellcore has developed a similar credit card, which stores the template of a spoken word as 6,400 bits. According to Bellcore, the system recognizes the speaker 99 percent of the time, but the error rate can double to 2 percent if the speaker has a cold.
peech recognition technology has migrated from mini-and mainframe computers to workstations and personal computers, and applications are already running on them. As embedded digital signal processors become more prevalent on workstations (such as the Next computer), we expect to see much wider use of speech and speaker recognition. Improvements in the speech and speaker recognition techniques discussed here will no doubt advance the performance of recognition systems, but it seems likely that we will also need natural language understanding before we can achieve comfortable and natural communication with computers through voice.
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